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thales australia has selected Steyr Mannlicher’s Sl40 
grenade launcher as its preferred choice for thales’s new EF88 
rifle currently under development for the aDF.

a new product from the austrian company, the SL40 has been 
chosen by Thales after an extensive testing process. It has been 
designed to integrate seamlessly with all EF88 variants and can be 
fitted in seconds by soldiers in the field without any specialist tools, 
delivering tactical flexibility.

The SL40 is a light weight (1.025kg), side-opening grenade launcher 
with a double action trigger, lever operated safety catch and 180mm 
(7”) barrel.

Thales is developing the EF88 rifle for australia’s land 125 
program, with an F90 export range complementing the offering. 
The SL40 will also be available as part of the Thales F90 offering.

Steyr Mannlicher grenade launcher 
chosen for new Australian rifle
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tom Muir

While lockheed Martin, Pratt & 
Whitney and others, may be wringing 
their hands over news that 44 boxes 
of documents and plans relating to the 
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, labelled ‘books 
and college items’ were found (and 
recovered) from shipping containers 
destined for Iran, russia appears much 
less concerned about divulging secrets 
about its latest Sukhoi fighter, the 
PaK Fa., a twin engined fighter being 
developed for the russian air Force. 
the PaK Fa is one of only a handful of 
stealth jet programs worldwide.

The PaK Fa, a fifth generation jet fighter, is 
intended to be the successor to the Mig-29 
and Su-27 in the Russian inventory and serve 
as the basis of the Sukhoi/HaL FGFa being 
developed with India. The T-50 prototype 
performed its first flight 29 january 2010. 
The Russian defence Ministry will purchase 
the first 10 evaluation example aircraft after 

2012 and then 60 production standard aircraft after 2016. The first batch of fighters 
will be delivered with current technology engines. The PaK-Fa is expected to have a 
service life of about 30–35 years.

details of the Sukhoi Design bureau’s work on the stealthy aspects of the T-50 
PaK Fa fighter aircraft emerged in late december 2013, when the company’s patents 
were published. according to the patent paperwork, taken together, all of the stealthy 
measures offer significant improvements over legacy fighter designs. The papers claim 
that the radar cross-section (RCS) of a Su-27 was in the order of 10-15 m2, with the 
intention being to reduce the size of the RCS in the T-50 to an average figure of 0.1-1 
m2.

In common with other low observable aircraft designs, this reduction is achieved 
through use of radar-absorbing and radar-shielding materials and coatings, panel 
shaping (especially around the air intakes) and in the design of the junctions between 
moving elements, such as flaps and hatches.

In particular, the patent spells out the benefits of internal weapons carriage, s-shaped 
engine air ducts, (which were considered but are actually not implemented in the 
production PaK Fa), and the use of radar blockers. It adds that the inlet guide vanes of 
the engines’ compressors generate up to 60 per cent of the radar cross-section, now 

No worries – we 
know Sukhoi’s 
stealth secrets

Russia’s latest Sukhoi fighter, the 
PAK FA., a twin engined fighter.
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reduced by using radar-blocking devices and radar-absorbing coatings in the walls of 
the air ducts.

The shape of the airframe reduces the number of directions that radar signals are 
reflected in with the angles of sweep of the wings and the tail plane’s leading and 
trailing edges, etc. Viewing the aircraft from the flank, the fuselage sides, lateral edges 
of the air intakes and vertical empennage are all deflected at the same angle.

Some openings and slots on the airframe’s surface - such as the boundary-layer bleeds 
on the sides of the air intakes and the openings on the upper fuselage immediately 
aft of the cockpit - are covered with a thick grid, featuring a mesh of less than one 
quarter of the wavelength of a search radar, which reduces the reflections from these 
uneven surfaces. 

The surfaces of the PaK Fa’s own five radar arrays are also angled off from the 
vertical plane, helping to ‘deflect’ enemy radar signals. The covers of the radar arrays 
are selective, letting through their own signals, but blocking other frequencies. 
additionally, the array compartments are edged with radar-absorbing ‘curtains’ to 
reduce possible leaks of these amplified signals. The release of this list of patents 
follows the july 2013 release of documentation covering the configuration of the 
fighter’s integrated avionics suite.

There are currently five T-50 prototypes - the latest, T-50-5, first flew on 27 October 
2013 - supporting the development program and they are believed to have undertaken 
over 300 sorties to date.

In the ‘Schedule of Activity for the Russian Ministry of Defence for 2013 to 2020’ 
published in mid-2013, the PaK Fa’s Initial Operational Capability and the launch of 
full-scale series production is scheduled for 31 december 2016. The Russian national 
armament Program stipulates that 60 production PaK Fa fighters will be delivered 
between 2016 and 2020. 

REgISTER NOW!  
ADM2014 Congress
25-26 February 2014 | Hyatt Hotel Canberra
The event will hear from senior government ministers 
and defence officials, following the recent election, and 
will centre on the theme ‘What does government 
want of industry?’

Keynote  
speaker  

David Johnston, 
Minister for  

defence
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tom Muir

It is gratifying news that boeing has 
selected lovitt technologies australia 
and Marand Precision Engineering to 
make components for the F-15 multi-role 
strike fighter jet. lovitt will manufacture 
trailing edge fairings for the F-15, the 
fifth boeing aircraft program it will 
supply. 

The company now makes components for 
the Boeing P-8a Poseidon maritime reconnaissance aircraft, F/a-18E/F Super 
hornet fighter, the ch-47 chinook helicopter and the bell boeing V-22 osprey 
tiltrotor. Marand, in its first defence contract with Boeing, will supply fuel tank 
installation equipment, specialised hand tools and structural support pieces.

a derivative of earlier F-15 model aircraft (a-D), the F-15E Strike Eagle includes 
the following attributes: unmatched combat radius and persistence, advanced digital 
electronic controlled higher thrust engines, max speed greater than twice the speed 
of sound, more than 23,000 pounds of payload, including air-to-air and air-to-ground 
weapons, an active Electronically Scanned array (aESa) radar, a digital threat 
warning system and a service life that will allow it to be viable until at least 2035!

 
F-15 for raaF - Some history

Back in 1968, the RaaF began the initial stages of scoping a replacement for its 
Dassault Mirage III fighters. an air Staff Requirement for new fighter aircraft was 
released in december 1971, receiving a larger than expected number of proposals from 
manufacturers. 

at this time the RaaF expected to start phasing out the Mirage IIIs in 1980. In 1973, 
a team of RaaF personnel inspected the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle, Northrop 
YF-17, Saab 37 Viggen and Dassault Mirage F1 programs, but recommended that 
any decisions about a suitable replacement be delayed so that several new fighters that 
were expected to soon become available could also be considered. 

By March 1977 the RaaF had chosen to focus on the F-15 Eagle, general Dynamics 
F-16 Fighting Falcon, Dassault Mirage 2000 and Panavia tornado, as well as the 
McDonnell Douglas F-18a. 

While the F-15 was an impressive aircraft that met or exceeded almost all of the 
RaaF’s requirements, it was believed that the RaaF did not need a fighter with such 
advanced capabilities and that introducing it into service could destabilise australia’s 
region. What an extraordinary reason for not selecting the best aircraft for the purpose!

In the event australia selected the US navy’s carrier-borne F/a-18 fighter because 
it had an excellent radar, twin engines (lower attrition rates claimed) and a stronger 
undercarriage (needed for carrier landings) that better suited remote RaaF bases such 
as Scherger near Weipa, Qld, Curtin near derby, Wa, and Learmonth near Exmouth, 
Wa.

The RAAF could 
have had F-15 air 
superiority

Lovitt Technologies and Marand  
Precision Engineering are now making 

components for the F-15 multi-role 
strike fighter jet

http://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/lovitt-and-marand-selected-as-suppliers-for-boeing-f-15-fighter-jets
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Unisys will continue to provide 
information technology support processes 
to the Department of Defence under a 
two-year, $52 million contract extension.

The two-year extension to the contract, 
which includes the provision of on-site server 
and desktop support at 460 adF locations, is 
estimated to be worth around $52 million.

It may be late 2016 before other IT providers 
have a chance at bidding for contracts to 

supply IT support to 100,000 users in the australian department of defence.
It was expected that bidding for the work would have occurred this year, with the 

department of defence previously discussing consolidating the contract with another 
one awarded to Fujitsu.

according to iTnews, the Fujitsu contract is expected to expire in june this year.
defence had been expected to invite bids for its distributed computing package of 

works some time in 2014, to replace expiring contracts with a combined total in excess 
of $500 million.

Last week, the department of defence announced it has decided “not to proceed 
with the planned market testing” of the combined contract. The department cited the 
focus and “sustained effort” required for projects currently underway as the reason.

a media release by the department states that a decision on “longer-term delivery 
of ICT services through a distributed Computing Bundle will be made over the next 24 
months”.

While the Unisys contract has been extended until October 2016, a media release 
issued by Unisys notes that the department of defence “has the option to terminate 
the contract prior to the expiry of the two-year contract extension period”.

It’s not yet clear whether Fujitsu will also have its defence contract extended this year.
Fujitsu won back the contract in 2010, continuing a relationship that had already 

spanned more than a decade and which sees roughly 450 Fujitsu staff working with 
the defence chief Information officer group (cIog) at any given time. It signed a 
12-month extension originally valued at $40 million (now $53 million) in early 2013.

as iTnews reports, the department of defence has previously outlined plans to 
combined existing IT contracts into three “outsourced bundles,” each with a single 
vendor.

Unisys renews  
$52 million IT contract

Worth around $52 million, the  
contract has been extended for  

another two years.

April 2014 ADM advertisers take note!
The april 2014 issue of australian defence Magazine is our 
annual Land Forces and Military Vehicles special feature with 
a focus on projects in the Land domain. The issue will focus 
on firepower, mobility and protection and cover the relevant 
phases of projects such as Land 136, Land 155, Land 125, 
Land 400 and Land 121.
contact  
David Jones: davidjones@australiandefence.com.au  
tel 07 3348 6966 / Mobile +61 412 188 100

The April 2014 issue of Australian Defence Magazine is our annual 
Land Forces and Military Vehicles special feature with a focus on 
projects in the Land domain. The issue will focus on firepower, 
mobility and protection and cover the relevant phases of projects such 

as Land 136, Land 155, Land 125, Land 400 and Land 121.
    ADM also intends to explore what the force structure of the ADF will look 

like in the post-Afghanistan environment.

Land ForceThis will be a crucial year for companies working in the Land environment 

as several major projects will reach critical milestones. For example, what 

will become of counter-IED (improvised explosive devices) development 

work under JP154? We also plan to examine the continued progress of the 

Tiger ARH and MRH 90 combat helicopters towards their final acceptance. Firepower, Mobility and ProtectionThe Army will be seeking new or upgraded armoured and field vehicles 
over the next few years under Land 121 Overlander and Land 400. ADM 

plans to cover the major projects designed to enhance Army’s mobility 
both on the ground and in the air, protection and combat power. From the Source interview:  Key industry figure: name to be confirmed.
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tom Muir

We were intrigued by a recent rFt 
seeking tenders for the provision 
of In-Service Support to the lhD 
landing craft (llc), as part of 
JP2048/3, amphibious Watercraft 
replacement Project.

according to the requirement, the 
amphibious assault Ships Landing Craft 
System will provide an organic ship-to-
shore connector capability for vehicles, 
equipment, stores and personnel that 
will integrate with the Canberra Class 
LHd Ships. However, it appears that the 
LLC will also provide an organic surface 
assault asset for the LHd ships.

according to the navy, the LCM-1E 
is a class of amphibious mechanized 
landing craft, purpose built for the LHd 
and are intended to deliver troops and 
equipment onshore where there are no 
fixed port facilities. They have the ability 
to be used Over the Horizon, which 
involves transport between the ship 
and the coast greater than 20 nautical 
miles (37 km). To perform this type of 
landing, the LCM-1E are equipped with 
a radar navigation, GPS, gyro needle/
magnetic and HF communications 
equipment, VHF and UHF.

Propulsion is by two engines and two waterjets, offering a speed of 22 knots without 
load and 13.5 knots laden, with a range of 190 nautical miles (352 km).

While the australian amphibious capability has fully adopted the ship-to-
objective-manoeuvre (STOM) concept introduced by the US Marine Corps, STOM 
calls for the amphibious ready group (aRG) to remain over the horizon, defeating 
enemy attacks through manoeuvre that the expanded seaward battlespace allows. In 
STOM, the manoeuvre force will use both vertical assaults and surface assaults to move 
rapidly to inland objectives, requiring assault systems with the speed, range, precision 
navigation capabilities, protection, and firepower to launch from over the horizon into 
the littoral area. 

In the event that the adF mounts an independent STOM operation, perhaps to 
dislodge insurgents from a town at the request of a friendly neighbour, not necessarily 
within the POE, it can be anticipated that this would be limited to an aerial assault, 
possibly without the need for watercraft, but still from over the horizon to ensure 
surprise.

LCM-1Es as assault 
craft?
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It is unlikely that the adF would mount a major STOM amphibious operation, calling 
for both aerial and land assault, other than as part of an allied force, in which case 
troop movements would likely use their partners’ protected/armoured amphibians, 
rather than the LHd’s own watercraft. Such watercraft are less suited to 30nm OTH 
movements in hostile waters than their current use as ship/shore transports in the 
majority of benign humanitarian, and other operations.

although the LHds are ‘amphibious assault ships’, the adF don’t do ‘amphibious 
assaults’. at least not in the sense that most australians would identify with an ‘assault’. 
The definition by the Ran in their Maritime Doctrine 2010 (page 108) is that an assault 
is “where the enemy is not”, which is what general Macarthur said in 1956!

While the LCM-1Es could be used for covert landings of SF the navy has other means 
for this operation, including use of submarines equipped with RHIBs.

 
Katherine Ziesing

News at the end of last year that 
thales will be supplying Jamaica 
with a dozen bushmasters, got 
ADM to thinking, what’s next for 
this platform?

according to a Thales spokesperson, 
the jamaican vehicles will not be taken 
from the current adF order of 200 
vehicles but will be a completely new 
build from its Bendigo line, with the 
first unit delivery in mid-2015, and the 
final unit delivery will be fourth quarter 
2015. The current schedule will see 
Bushmaster production wind up in early 
2016. 

But what about the upgrade future 
for the Bushmaster fleet? If the M113 
is any example to go by, there will be 
many opportunities to refurbish or 
perhaps even re-role the Bushmaster.

When asked about plans for a mid-life upgrade, either funded internally or through 
the Commonwealth, Thales put the ball firmly back in army’s court.

“Since the Life of Type of the Bushmaster has been extended by army to 2030, there 
will likely be a requirement to conduct some form of mid-life upgrade program – but 
that will need to be determined by army,” according to a statement from Thales. 
“While a range of life-saving enhancements have already been incorporated into 
Bushmaster over the last few years, the Bushmaster still retains a significant capacity for 
growth. Thales is well-prepared to develop and present a range of options to further 

What’s next for 
Bushmaster?

http://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/jamaica-buys-12-bushmasters
http://www.australiandefence.com.au/sitesearch?criteria=m113
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enhance the Bushmaster’s mobility, protection and firepower to meet army’s future 
operational requirements.”

How Bushmaster, upgraded or otherwise, will fit into the land 400/combined 
armed Fighting System (caFS) is yet to be seen.

caE has announced that caE australia Pty ltd had achieved the capability 
Maturity Model Integration (cMMI) level 3 rating following an independent 
cMMI appraisal for process improvement. 

CMMI is a process improvement approach that provides organizations with the 
essential elements of effective processes that ultimately improve their performance. 
an appraisal at maturity level 3 indicates an organisation has processes that are well 
characterised and understood, and are described in standards, procedures, tools, and 
methods. 

“CMMI Level 3 is an outstanding achievement for CaE australia and demonstrates 
our ongoing commitment to process improvement, which ultimately leads to the 
delivery of high-quality products and services to the australian defence Forces (adF),” 
Peter redman, managing director of CaE australia Pty Ltd said. 

“We are proud that CaE australia is the only local simulation company now 
holding both CMMI Level 3 and adF authorised Engineering organisation (aEo) 
certifications specific to the delivery of simulation products and training services.”

Originally developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) of carnegie Mellon 
University and now administered by the cMMI Institute, the CMMI process helps 
advance software engineering and related disciplines to ensure the development and 
operation of systems with predictable and improved cost, schedule, and quality. 

CAE Australia achieves Level 3 CMMI 
rating 

OUT NOW!  
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The annual adM Top 40 defence Contractors and  
Top 20 SME list is now available. 
and our From the Source interview this month with  
defence Minister david johnston who sheds some  
light on what priorities and challenges the company  
is expecting in 2014. 
Premium subscribers can request a full PDF of the 
top 40/top 20 section by emailing Managing  
Editor, Judy hinz e. judyhinz@yaffa.com.au.

In the 2012 survey, we reported that the 
combined revenue of the Top 40 Defence 
Contractors had exceeded $8 billion for the 
first time – the turnover was $8.344 bil-
lion across the 40 companies. In 2013, that 
figure is has increased to $8.429 billion, 
but it should be noted that this is across 
41 companies as there is a tie for the final 
spot in the survey.At first glance, it appears to be the SME 

sector that has suffered more impact as a 
result of defence budget constraints, with 
revenue in 2013 for the Top 20 totaling 
$569.92 million compared with $595.7 mil-
lion in 2012, only a 4.3 per cent decrease. 
This turnover figure, though, has been af-
fected by the exit from the SME ranks of a 
major player, nova Systems. There is also 

anecdotal evidence that larger companies 
are taking back work to be done in house to 
sustain their own workforces rather than 
look down their supply chains.Despite the subdued conditions, there 

are, of course, some companies doing well 
– very well, in fact. The Top 40 chart shows 
revenue for 2013 compared with the previ-
ous year. It makes interesting reading.

Australia’s no.1 Defence Contractor – 
BAE Systems Australia – recorded a re-
duction in turnover of $300 million year 
on year, reporting turnover of $1.4 billion 
for 2013. The company also reported a cor-
responding reduction in workforce num-
bers, down 500 to 5,000 and well off its 
2010 peak of 6,500. The Top 10 companies in the survey 

haven’t changed from 2012, except that 
some positions have changed.Thales Australia yielded up the no.2 

spot to ASC Pty Ltd, which is not surpris-
ing given the shipyard’s current tempo. 
Raytheon Australia continues to hold down 
fourth spot, despite a slight dip in turn-
over, while Australian Aerospace and John 
Holland group maintain the same positions 
(5th and 6th respectively) as in 2012. 

Serco Sodexo Defence Services im-
proved to seventh spot, no doubt with the 
help of its purchase of former joint ven-
ture Defence Maritime Services; Spotless 
Services dropped one spot to eighth while 
Transfield Services improved its ranking 
to no.9 with the Top 10 rounded out by 
Boeing Australia at no.10.
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The 2013 Top 40 Defence Contractors survey is the 19th  

annual survey published by ADM. Despite the tough budget 

conditions imposed by the government, more than half the 

companies reporting in this survey have gone against trend  

and reported an increase in turnover.

2013 Top 40
Judy Hinz | Brisbane

Bright spots emerge in industry under pressure
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http://www.defence.gov.au/dmo/lsd/land400/
http://www.defence.gov.au/dmo/lsd/land400/
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the team responsible for monitoring 
the Woomera Prohibited area has taken 
to the skies, conducting air patrols for 
the first time with the help of King 
air aircraft from the air Force’s No. 38 
Squadron.

The Woomera test range compliance 
Monitoring team is responsible for 
ensuring civilians sharing the massive 
124,000sqkm range with defence are acting 
in accordance with their access permits.

While the sheer vastness meant the group 
could often only reach small sections of 
the range each trip, the recent joint effort 
meant the team could patrol wide areas of 
the range in record time.

Woomera Test Range Trials Security 
Manager Squadron Leader Darren Shorter said information gained through the air 
operations was used to tailor ground patrols to investigate specific sites.

“air operations also allow us to gain a better understanding of ‘patterns of normalcy’ 
within the prohibited area,” he said.

“These patterns can be analysed and the information used to tailor ground-based 
effects to ensure the team inspects and investigates any areas of interest.”

The remoteness also provides significant challenges for the team, with patrols 
travelling thousands of kilometres to observe a small portion of a patrol sector.

“The use of air power in direct support of the team’s mission extends its reach 
and persistence across the Woomera Prohibited area – something that could not be 
achieved by ground-based patrols alone,” SQnLdR Shorter said.

“Coupled with our engagement program to help educate non-defence users of the 
range, air operations help shape people’s expectations of our presence and gives us 
the ability to deploy rapidly to all parts of the range.

“air-ground operations heighten the perception of our sustained presence throughout 
the range, which in turn helps promote voluntary compliance.”

Flight Lieutenant benjamin Quirke, of 38SQn, took part in the activity and said it 
was a great opportunity for the pilots and crew to expand their skill set.

“The mission profiles required to achieve Compliance Monitoring Team objectives 
presented some unique challenges and excellent training opportunities for the crews 
involved,” he said.

Woomera’s CMT 
conducts first joint 
aerial operation

Hawker Pacific King Air A32-651 
taxies on its arrival to RAAF Base 

Townsville. The aircraft came off the 
production line in 2009 and is the first 

new-build King Air to join 
No. 38 Squadron.
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as construction work continued on the new Defence Support hub outside 
Darwin where local businesses will maintain military equipment, a recently 
completed road leading to the facility was named to commemorate the life 
of a fallen soldier. It was officially named Mathew hopkins road for the 
first soldier from the 1st brigade Darwin to pay the ultimate sacrifice in the 
afghanistan campaign. 

The road was officially named by David tollner MLa, Minister for defence Industries 
and Community Support, who was joined by Mathew’s widow Victoria and their son 
alexander Hopkins.

Corporal Hopkins was killed while conducting a patrol near Kakarak in 2009 when 
he and his team were engaged by a group of around 20 Taliban. 

Mathew Hopkins Road provides the gateway to the defence Support Hub, a 53 
hectare industrial park that has been specifically planned for companies that support 
the needs of the australian department of defence. The site is strategically located 
near to the army’s Robertson Barracks, about 25 km from the darwin CBd. The 
defence Support Hub is positioned to allow prime contractors and sub-contractors 
the opportunity to deliver ongoing service and maintenance of defence platforms 
including armoured vehicles. 

 It is hoped that as workers employed in defence Support Hub businesses drive down 
Mathew Hopkins Road, they will be reminded of why the work they do is so important 
to the lives of our soldiers on the training ground or in the field of battle. 

The road to the Defence Support Hub

Victoria Hopkins and Dave Tolner open the new road
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tectonica australia has launched a new handheld battery tester, StatIX 
providing much needed data to manage military batteries. StatIX rapidly tests 
smart batteries providing instant feedback on health and charge status while 
capturing over 30 fields of data for analysis.

developed in response to the growing demand for battery power on military 
operations, STaTIX provides fleet managers confidence in battery availability and 
reliability.

The easy-to-use, handheld tool connects directly to each battery for rapid testing. It 
is cost effective and highly flexible ensuring only healthy and fully charged batteries 
are issued to users.

a removable Sd card captures battery use information and enables fleet managers to 
monitor battery status over time to improve battery life and reduce costs.

The STaTIX range is compatible with many battery types, including the popular 2590 
and Li battery series. Simple and mobile, STaTIX requires no training or maintenance.

a summary of the latest news and 
views in the defence industry, locally and 
overseas. Check out our webpage for daily 
news updates on the adM home page 
and make sure you bookmark/RSS this for 
a regular visit.

This week, australian defence industry 
companies and business associations 
were encouraged to register their interest 
in joining overseas ministerial trade 
missions.

Meggitt Training Systems received 
a contract from the adF to provide 
hardware and software upgrades to 18 
weapon training simulation systems 
facilities in australia.

and, General dynamics Electric Boat 
was awarded a US$29.8 million contract 
modification from the US navy to develop 
advanced submarine technologies for 
current and future undersea platforms.

STATIX for battery testing

ADM Online:  
Weekly Summary

http://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/opportunity-to-register-interest-in-ministerial-trade-delegations
http://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/opportunity-to-register-interest-in-ministerial-trade-delegations
http://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/meggitt-training-systems-awarded-aussie-wtss-contract
http://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/gd-awarded-contract-for-us-sub-development
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the US Defense Security cooperation agency notified congress January 13 
of a possible Foreign Military Sale (FMS) to Israel for V-22b block c aircraft and 
associated equipment, parts, training and logistical support for an estimated 
cost of US$1.13 billion.

The government of Israel (goI) has requested a possible sale of:
• six V-22B Block C aircraft, 16 Rolls Royce aE1107C Engines,
• six an/aPR-39 Radar Warning Receiver Systems, 
• six an/aLE-47 Countermeasure dispenser Systems, 
• six an/aaR-47 Missile Warning Systems, 
• six an/aPX-123 Identification Friend or Foe Systems, 
• six an/aRn-153 Tactical airborne navigation Systems, 
• six an/aRn-147 Very High Frequency (VHF) Omni-directional Range (VOR)   

 Instrument Landing System (ILS) Beacon navigation Systems, 
• six Multi-Band Radios, 6 an/aPn-194 Radar altimeters, 
• six an/aSn-163 Miniature airborne Global Positioning System (GPS) Receivers  

 (MaGR), 
• 36 an/aVS-9 night Vision Goggles, joint Mission Planning System, support and  

 test equipment, software, repair and return, aircraft ferry services, tanker support,  
 spare and repair parts, publications and technical documentation, personnel  
 training and training equipment, US Government and contractor engineering and  
 technical support, and other elements of technical and program support. 

The principal contractors involved with this proposed sale will be bell and boeing, 
via a joint venture arrangement with final aircraft assembly occurring in amarillo, TX. 
There are no known offset agreements in connection with this potential sale.

Israel - V-22B Block C Aircraft
International
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lockheed Martin has received two 
production contracts totalling US$449 
million from the US air Force for 
continued production of the Joint air-
to-Surface Standoff Missile (JaSSM) and 
the Extended range (Er) variant.

The Lot 11 and Lot 12 contracts include 
production of 340 baseline missiles and 
100 ER missiles. The contracts also include 
systems engineering, logistics support, 
tooling and test equipment. This is the first 
time the jaSSM program has been awarded 
consecutive production lots at the same 
time.

The contract awards follow several jaSSM 
program milestones, including Foreign 
Military Sales contracts to integrate jaSSM 
onto the Republic of Finland’s F/a-18C/d 
aircraft. They also represent the third and 
fourth production lots for jaSSM-ER, which 
successfully completed US air Force Initial 
Operational Test and Evaluation flight 

testing in august 2012.

 
tom Muir

the US army is interested in developing an open system architecture that 
would allow it to procure new satellite communications antennas to establish 
on-the-move communications in armoured combat vehicles, according to a 
request for information issued last month.

The december 24 notice issued by the army communications Electronics research 
& Development Engineering centre (cErDEc) asks industry to provide input on 
how to develop the OSa and demonstration units for the distributed/embedded 
standard satellite communication on-the-move terminal architecture (dESSTa) to be 
put on a bradley M2a3 vehicle. Industry has until january 24 to respond.

The dESSTa program is intended to be a four-year, collaborative effort involving 
CERdEC’s Space and Terrestrial Communications directorate, Project Manager WIN-
t, and commercial or non-commercial partners to integrate a SOTM terminal onto 
armoured combat vehicles.

LM receives  
US$449 million in 
JASSM contracts

One for EM Solutions Ka SOTM?
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In a previous issue of Defence Week Premium we noted that Satcom on the Move 
specialist company EM Solutions of Brisbane, announced the appointment of todd 
hershberger to the role of Vice President Business development, north and South 
america. Hershberger is based in Conover, north Carolina and will be responsible for 
managing commercial relationships with EM Solutions’ US and Canadian Customers 
and Sales Partners, as well as uncovering new opportunities in Central and South 
america. doubtless Hershberger will look carefully at the Bradley SOTM requirement.

Despite a news report last week that 
said the Pentagon has directed the 
Navy to cut 20 ships from the littoral 
combat Ship program of record, US 
Navy officials haven’t given up yet on 
the planned 52-ship buy.

The plans to slash part of the navy’s LCS 
program were revealed in a Defense News 
report, which cited a 6 january Pentagon 
memo calling for the fleet to be cut down 
to 32, instead of the planned 52 ships. The 
directive stemmed from budget guidance 
sent to the Pentagon from the Office of 
Management and Budget, which led to a 
memo from acting deputy defense Secretary 
christine Fox that included the proposed 
LCS cut.

But the navy’s top acquisition executive, 
Sean Stackley, said the discussions are part 

of the fiscal year 2015 budget process. 
“and we don’t talk about the ‘15 budget process before the ‘15 budget’s delivered 

to the Hill,” he said.
Stackley also defended the program and the navy’s requirement for 52 ships. “We 

have a valid requirement for 52 ships – that’s firm. The program is performing strongly 
in terms of cost. We’re conducting operational tests in accordance with the schedule so 
the navy’s position on the LCS program is solid. and any press reports to the contrary, 
I have no comment on,” Stackley said. Sighs of relief from austal? - Inside Defense

 
but austal launches lcS-6

littoral combat Ship shipbuilder austal, together with subcontractor general 
Dynamics, last month completed the launch of LCS-6, the third Independence-variant 
LCS ship built by the company, but the first of 10 Independence-variant ships austal is 
building as a prime contractor for the navy.

In december 2010, austal was awarded a 10-ship block-buy contract worth over 
US$3.5 billion, part of a dual-buy approach in which lockheed Martin was also 
awarded a 10-ship contract for its design. While it is the third ship of the Independence 

US Navy stands by 
52-ship LCS fleet
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variant, the Jackson (LCS-6) is the first of this block-buy and was successfully launched 
december 14, 2013. It is also the first ship to be built in austal’s new 59,000 square-
foot state-of-the art assembly hall, Bay 5 in Mobile, aL, the company said last week.

The entire 1,600-metric-tonne ship was lifted almost three feet in the air and moved 
onto a moored deck barge adjacent to the assembly bay using berard transportation’s 
self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs), according to austal. It was then moved to 
baE Systems’ Southeast Shipyard and BaE’s floating dry dock, the drydock alabama, 
which was submerged, bringing the ship into the water for the first time. at austal 
USa’s facility, jackson will undergo final outfitting and activation before sea trials and 
delivery to the navy, according to the company. 
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For a full list of defence and industry events, head to ADM’s 
online events page at www.australiandefence.com.au
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Singapore Air Show 
DATE:  11 - 16 February, 2014, changi Exhibition centre  
ENqUIRIES: Web: http://www.singaporeairshow.com

  Singapore airshow is all about creating opportunities for aero  
  space industry representatives across the world to connect, do   
  business, find out about the latest innovations and exchange   
  ideas to spearhead developments across the industry. 

Defence and ITAR Trade Controls from a non-US 
perspective - workshops 
DATE:  12 - 28 February, 2014, various locations and dates  
ENqUIRIES: Web: http://export-controls-training.com/training/face-to-   
  face/2-day-defence-and-itar-training-february-14

  For those new to the topic, the course will be an ideal and com  
  prehensive introduction to this extremely important topic. For   
  those with prior experience or knowledge, the course provides a  
  good opportunity to brush up on recent changes, ask questions,   
  and network with defence trade control managers from other  
  businesses. This workshop is proudly supported by Enterprise  
  Connect’s defence Industry Innovation Centre for SME’s. Free to  
  SME’s

ADM 2014 Defence/Industry Congress
DATE:  25 - 26 February, 2014, canberra 
ENqUIRIES: aDM Events - adam Wiltshire, Ph: 02 9080 4342;
 Email: adam.wiltshire@informa.com.au   
 Web: www.admevents.com.au

  This major defence/Industry Conference has evolved into a   
  pivotal event in the defence calendar, attracting over 250    
  delegates each year. More details to come.

Centenary of Military Aviation Air Show 2014
DATE:  1 - 2 March, 2014, Point cook, Victoria 
ENqUIRIES: Web: http://www.airforce.gov.au/

  The event highlights the significant advances in military aircraft  
  during the past 100 years. 

ADM will  
be in  

attendance

ADM will  
be in  

attendance

www.australiandefence.com.au
www.admevents.com.au
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The Submarine Choice: ASpI’s International 
Conference
DATE:  8 - 10 april, 2014, canberra 
ENqUIRIES: lynne gozzard, Ph: 02 6270 5109;
 Email:lynnegozzard@aspi.org.au   

  join distinguished international and australian speakers for  
  two days of debate on australia’s Future Submarine choice.
  Topics include: The Strategic Context; the navy’s Perspective; 
  Regional Perspectives; design Options; Industry and  
  Economics; Project Management; Lessons from abroad.

3rd annual ADM Cyber Security Summit
DATE:  19 - 20 June, 2014, canberra 
ENqUIRIES: aDM Events - adam Wiltshire, Ph: 02 9080 4342;
 Email: adam.wiltshire@informa.com.au   
 Web: www.admevents.com.au  

  Over the last 2 years, the summit has gathered 150+ senior  
  defence, national Security and Industry executives to address  
  current and emerging cyber threats to australia’s security.

Defence and Industry (D+I) conference 2014
DATE:  29 - 30 July, 2014, canberra 
ENqUIRIES: Defence Materiel organisation
 Email: DMo.communication@defence.gov.au  

  The Conference is an opportunity for Industry to discuss with  
  defence officials acquisition and sustainment investment  
  opportunities.

SimTect 2014
DATE:  25 august, 2014, adelaide 
ENqUIRIES: Web: http://www.simtect.com.au/

  SimTecT is the annual Simulation Technology and Training  
  Conference held by Simulation australia. Since its inception in  
  1996, SimTecT has grown to become australasia’s premier  
  simulation conference for industry, government and academia.

Land Forces Conference 2014
DATE:  22 - 26 September, 2014, brisbane 

  The Land Forces Conference is a major event for users,  
  providers, academics, designers and manufacturers to meet,  
  present, share and exchange new and visionary ideas on Land  
  Systems. More details to come.
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http://www.aspi.org.au/events/upcomingEventDetails.aspx?eid=516
http://www.aspi.org.au/events/upcomingEventDetails.aspx?eid=516
www.admevents.com.au

